Retinal vessel segmentation is a crucial step in diagnosing and screening various diseases, including diabetes, ophthalmologic diseases, and cardiovascular diseases. In this paper, we propose an effective and efficient method for vessel segmentation in color fundus images using encoder-decoder based octave convolution network. Compared with other convolution networks utilizing vanilla convolution for feature extraction, the proposed method adopts octave convolution for learning multiplespatial-frequency features, thus can better capture retinal vasculatures with varying sizes and shapes. It is demonstrated that the feature maps of low-frequency kernels respond mainly to the major vascular tree, whereas the high-frequency feature maps can better capture the fine details of thin vessels. To provide the network the capability of learning how to decode multifrequency features, we extend octave convolution and propose a new operation named octave transposed convolution. A novel architecture of convolutional neural network is proposed based on the encoder-decoder architecture of UNet, which can generate high resolution vessel segmentation in one single forward feeding. The proposed method is evaluated on four publicly available datasets, including DRIVE, STARE, CHASE DB1, and HRF. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves better or comparable performance to the stateof-the-art methods with fast processing speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ETINAL vessel segmentation is a crucial prerequisite step of retinal fundus image analysis because retinal vasculatures can aid in accurate localization of other anatomical structures of retina. Retinal vasculature is also extensively used for diagnosis assistance, screening, and treatment planing of ocular diseases such as glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy [1] . The morphological characteristics of retinal vessel such as shape and tortuosity are important indicators for hypertension, cardiovascular and other systemic diseases [2] , [3] . These quantitative information obtained from retinal vascular can also be used for early detection of diabetes [4] and progress monitoring of proliferative diabetic retinopathy Z. Fan [5] . Moreover, retinal vasculature can be directly visualized by a non-inversive manner [3] , and are routinely adopted by large scale population based studies. Furthermore, retinal vessel segmentation can be utilized for biometric identification because the vessel structure is found to be unique for each individual [6] , [7] .
In clinical practice, retinal vasculature is often manually annotated by ophthalmologists from fundus images. This manual segmentation is a tedious, laborious, and time-consuming task that requires skill training and expert knowledge. Moreover, it is intuitive and error-prone, which lacks repeatability and reproducibility. To reduce the workload of manual segmentation and improve accuracy, processing speed, and reproducibility of retinal vessel segmentation, a tremendous amount of research efforts have been dedicated in developing fully automated or semiautomated methods for retinal vessel segmentation. However, retinal vessel segmentation is a challenging task due to various complexities of fundus images and retinal structures. Firstly, quality of fundus images can differ due to various imaging artifacts such as blurs, noises, and uneven illuminations [1] , [2] . Secondly, various anatomical structures such as optic disc, macula, and fovea are present in fundus images and complicate the segmentation task. Additionally, the possible presence of abnormalities such as exudates, hemorrhages and cotton wool spots pose difficulties to retinal vessel segmentation. Finally, one can argue that the complex nature of retinal vasculatures presents the most significant challenge. The shape, width, local intensity, and branching pattern of retinal vessels vary greatly [2] . If we segment both major and thin vessels with the same technique, it may tend to over segment one or the other [1] .
Over the past decades, numerous retinal vessel segmentation methods have been proposed in the literature [1] - [3] , [8] , [9] . The existing methods can be categorized into unsupervised methods and supervised ones according to whether or not prior information such as vessel groundtruth is utilized as supervision to guide the learning process of a vessel prediction model. Without the need of groundtruth and supervised training, most of the unsupervised methods are rule-based methods, which mainly include morphological approaches [10] - [13] , matched filtering methods [14] - [17] , multiscale methods [18] , [19] , and vessel tracking methods [20] - [22] .
Supervised methods for retinal vessel segmentation are based on binary pixel classification, i.e., predicting whether a pixel belongs to vessel class or non-vessel class. Traditional machine learning approaches involve two steps: feature extraction and classification. The first step involves hand arXiv:1906.12193v6 [eess.IV] 5 Aug 2019 crafting features to capture the intrinsic characteristics of a target pixel. Staal et al. [23] propose a ridge based feature extraction method that exploits the elongated structure of vessels. Soares et al. [24] utilize multiscale 2D Gabor wavelet transformations for feature extraction. Various classifiers such as neural networks [25] - [27] , support vector machines [15] , and random forests [28] , [29] are employed in conjunction with hand crafted features extracted from local patches for classifying the central pixel of patches. The aforementioned supervised methods rely on application dependent feature representations designed by domain experts, which usually involve laborious manual feature design procedures based on experiences. Most of these features are extracted at multiple spatial scales to better capture the varying sizes, shapes and scales of vasculatures. However, hand crafted features may not generalize well, especially in cases of pathological retina and complex vasculatures.
Differing from traditional machine learning approaches, modern deep learning techniques learn hierarchical feature representations through multiple levels of abstraction from fundus images and vessel groundtruths automatically. Li et al. [30] propose a cross modality learning framework employing a de-noising auto-encoder for learning initial features for the first layer of neural network. This approach is extended by Fan et al. in [27] , where a stacked de-noising auto-encoder is used for greedy layer-wise pre-training of a feedforward neural network. However, these neural networks are fully connected between adjacent layers, which leads to problems such as over-parameterizing and overfitting for the task of vessel segmentation. Furthermore, the quantity of trainable parameters within a fully connected neural networks is related to the size of input images, which leads to high computational cost when processing high resolution images. To address these problems, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are employed for vessel segmentation in recent researches. Oliveira et al. [31] combine multiscale stationary wavelet transformation and Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [32] to segment retinal vasculatures within local patches of fundus images. Another popular encoder-decoder based architecture, UNet [33] , is introduced by Antiga et al. [34] for vessel segmentation in fundus image patches. Alom et al. [35] propose the R2-UNet model, which incorporates residual blocks [36] , recurrent convolutional neural networks [37] , and the macro-architecture of UNet. R2-UNet is designed to segment retinal vessels in local patches of fundus images.
However, these patch based paradigms involve cropping patches of fundus images, processing these patches and then merging the results, which are inefficient and may include redundant computation when cropped patches are overlapped. Moreover, patch based approaches do not account for nonlocal correlations when classifying the center pixels of the patches, which may lead to failures caused by noises or abnormalities [38] . Fu et al. [38] , [39] propose an end-toend approach named DeepVessel, which is based on applying deep supervision [40] on multiscale and multilevel FCN features and adopting conditional random field formulated as a recurrent neural network [41] . A similar deep supervision strategy is adopted by Mo et al. [42] on a deeper FCN model, which achieves better vessel segmentation performance than DeepVessel [38] .
In this paper, we propose an effective and efficient method for accurately segmenting both major and thin vessels in fundus images through automatically learning and decoding hierarchical features with multiple-spatial-frequencies. The main contributions of this work are in three folds: 1) Motivated by the observation that an image of vasculatures can be decomposed into low spatial frequency components that describe the smoothly changing structures (e.g., the major vessels as shown in (c) of Fig.1 ) and high spatial frequency components that describe the rapidly changing details in spatial dimensions (e.g., the minor details of thin vessels as shown in (d) of Fig.1 ), we adopt octave convolution (OctConv) [43] for building feature encoder blocks, and use them to automatically learn hierarchical multifrequency features at multiple levels of a neural network. Moreover, we empirically demonstrate these low-and high-frequency features can focus on the major vascular tree and thin vessels respectively by visualizing the kernel responses of octave convolution. 2) For decoding these multifrequency features, we propose a novel basic operation called octave transposed convolution (OctTrConv). OctTrConv takes in feature maps with multiple spatial frequencies and restores their spatial details by learning a set of kernels. Decoder blocks are built with OctTrConv and OctConv, and then utilized for decoding multifrequency feature maps. 3) We also propose a novel encoder-decoder based neural network architecture named Octave UNet, which contains two main components. The encoder utilizes multiple aforementioned multifrequency encoder blocks for hierarchical multifrequency feature learning, whereas the decoder contains multiple aforementioned multifrequency decoder blocks for hierarchical feature decoding. Skip connections similar to those in the vanilla UNet [32] are also adopted to feed additional locationinformation-rich feature maps to the decoder blocks to facilitate recovering spatial details and generating high-resolution probability vessel map. The proposed Octave UNet can be trained in an end-to-end manner and deployed to produce full-size vessel maps in a single forward feeding, which is much more efficient than the patch based approaches. Furthermore, Octave UNet achieves better or comparable performance to the stateof-the-art methods on four publicly available datasets, without any preprocessing, complex data augmentation, or post-processing procedures.
The remaining sections are organized as following: Section II presents the proposed method. Section III introduces the datasets and the simple data augmentation technique used in this work. In Section IV, we present the training methodology and implementation details, along with comprehensive experimental results. Finally, we conclude this work in Section V.
II. METHOD

A. Multifrequency feature extraction with OctConv
Retinal vessel forms complex tree-like structure with varying sizes, shapes and vessel widths. Unlike the major vascular tree, the thin vessels often have small vessel widths and low background contrast, which is sometimes even difficult for human observers to distinguish.
As illustrated in Fig.1 , the low-and high-frequency components of retinal vasculature focus on capturing major vessels and thin vessels, respectively. Motivated by this observation, we adopt octave convolution (OctConv) [43] as multifrequency features extractor.
The computational graph of OctConv is illustrated in Fig.2 . Let X H and X L denote the input of high-and low-frequency feature maps, respectively. The high-and low-frequency output of OctConv are given byŶ
where f H→H and f L→L denote the intra-frequency information updates, whereas f H→L and f L→H denote the inter-frequency information exchanges.
Specifically, let W = {W H→H , W L→L , W H→L , W L→H } denote the OctConv kernel composed of a set of convolution kernels with different number of channels, b = {b H→H , b L→L , b H→L , b L→H } denotes the biases, k denotes the size of a square kernel, σ(·) denotes the non-linear activation function, and · denotes the floor operation. The high-and low-frequency responses at location (i, j) are given by (1) and (2) respectively.
It is worth mentioning that f L→L and f H→H are exactly the vanilla convolution operations, whereas f H→L is equivalent to first downsampling input by average pooling of a scale of two (i.e., approximating X H (2i+ 1 2 ,2j+ 1 2 ) by using average of all four adjacent locations) and then applying vanilla convolution. Likewise, f L→H is equivalent to upsampling the output of vanilla convolution by a scale of two, where X L
2 ) is implemented with nearest neighbor interpolation.
Whereas the original goal of OctConv is to reduce the spatial redundancy of convolutional feature maps based on the assumption that these kernel responses can be decomposed into low-and high-spatial frequency components similar to natural images, we empirically show in Fig.5 that by controlling the scale of receptive fields of the convolution kernels, low-and high-frequency feature maps can learn to focus on the major vascular tree and minor details of thin vessels, respectively.
B. Multifrequency feature decoding with OctTrConv
On one hand, during the feature encoding process as shown in Fig.5 , while the spatial dimensions of the feature maps reduce gradually, the feature maps lose spatial details step by step. This compression effect forces the kernels to learn more discriminative features with higher levels of abstraction. On the other hand, given only the multifrequency feature extraction is not enough to perform dense pixel classification. A process of decoding feature maps to recover spatial details and generating high resolution vessel map is needed. One naive way of achieving this is to use bilinear interpolation, which lacks the capability of learning the decoding transformation as possessed by vanilla transposed convolution. However, simply using multiple stems of transposed convolution separately lacks information exchange between frequencies, which implies that multiple frequency features should be utilized independently for reconstructing segmentation results, which may not hold true in real world applications.
To address these issues, we extend OctConv and propose a novel operation named octave transposed convolution (Oct-TrConv), which provides the capability of learning suitable mappings for decoding multifrequency features. As illustrated in Fig.3 , OctTrConv takes in feature maps with multiple spatial frequencies and restores their spatial details by learning a set of mappings including intra-frequency information update and inter-frequency information exchange.
The computational graph of OctTrConv is shown in Fig.3 . Let X H and X L denote the input of high-and low-frequency feature maps, respectively. The high-and low-frequency output of OctTrConv are given byŶ H = g H→H (X H ) + g L→H (X L ) andŶ L = g L→L (X L ) + g H→L (X H ), where g H→H and g L→L denote the intra-frequency information updates, whereas g H→L and g L→H denote the inter-frequency information exchanges.
Similarly, let W = {W H→H , W L→L , W H→L , W L→H } denote the octave kernel composed of a set of trainable kernels, b = {b H→H , b L→L , b H→L , b L→H } denotes the biases, k denotes the size of a square kernel, σ(·) denotes the non-linear activation function, and · denotes the floor operation. The high-and low-frequency responses at location (i, j) are given by (3) and (4) respectively. OctConv can be used to produce feature maps with the same resolution as the inputs by controlling the kernel sizes, kernel strides, and padding pattern. The OctTrConv contains inter-frequency information exchange (g L→H and g H→L ) and intra-frequency information update (g L→L and g H→H ). Oct-TrConv can upsample feature maps with higher resolution to the inputs by controlling the kernel sizes, kernel strides, and padding pattern.
Octave Transposed Convolution
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It is worth notting that g L→L and g H→H are exactly the vanilla transposed convolution operations, whereas g H→L is equivalent to first downsampling input by a scale of two (i.e., approximating X H (2i+ 1 2 ,2j+ 1 2 ) by using average of all four adjacent locations) and then applying vanilla transposed convolution. Likewise, g L→H is equivalent to upsampling the output of vanilla transposed convolution by a scale of two, where X L
In this section, a novel encoder-decoder based neural network architecture named Octave UNet is proposed. After endto-end training, Octave UNet is capable of extracting and decoding hierarchical multifrequency features for segmenting retinal vasculature in full-size fundus images. Octave UNet consists of two main processes, i.e., feature encoding and decoding. Building upon the OctConv and OctTrConv operations, we design multifrequency feature encoder blocks and decoder blocks for hierarchical multifrequency feature learning and decoding respectively. By stacking multiple encoder blocks sequentially as in Fig.4 , hierarchical multifrequency features can learn to capture both the low frequency components that describe the smoothly changing structures such as the major vessels, and high frequency components that describe the rapidly changing details including the fine details of thin vessels, as shown in Fig.5 .
According to the feature encoding sequence shown in Fig.4 , the feature maps lose spatial details and location information, while the spatial dimensions of the feature maps reduce gradually. One example of this effect is shown in Fig.5 . Only using features of high-abstract-level that lack location information is insufficient for generating precise segmentation results. Inspired by the vanilla UNet [32] , skip connections are adopted to concatenate low-level location-information-rich features to the inputs of decoder blocks as shown in Fig.4 . According to the proposed Octave UNet architecture shown in Fig.4 , stack of decoder blocks in combination with skip connections can facilitate the restoration of location information and spatial details, with one example illustrated in Fig.5 .
It is worth mentioning that, the initial OctConv layer of Octave UNet in Fig.4 contains only computation ofŶ H = f H→H (X H ) andŶ L = f H→L (X H ), where X H is the input of fundus image and the computation involving X L is discarded. Similarly, the final OctConv layer in Fig.4 contains only computation ofŶ H = f H→H (X H ) + f L→H (X L ), whereŶ H is the probability vessel map output of Octave UNet and the computation forŶ L is discarded. Except for the final OctConv layer that is activated by sigmoid function (σ(x) = 1 1+e −x ) for performing binary classification, ReLU activation [44] (σ(x) = max(x, 0)) is adopted for all the other layers. Batch normalization [45] is also applied in every OctConv and OctTrConv layers. Octave UNet can be trained in an end-to-end manner on sample pairs of full-size fundus images and vessel groundtruths.
III. MATERIAL
A. Datasets
The proposed method is evaluated on four publicly available retinal fundus image datasets: DRIVE [23] , STARE [46] , CHASE DB1 [47] , and HRF [48] . An overview of these 4 publicly available datasets is provided in Table I . (w pos y n log (ŷ n ) + (1 − y n ) log (1 −ŷ n )) (5)
2) Training details: The proposed Octave UNet is trained with Adam optimizer [49] with default hyper-parameters (e.g., β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999). The initial learning rate is set to η = 0.001. A shrinking schedule is applied for the current learning rate η i as η i = 0.95 * η i−1 after the value of loss function has been saturated for 20 epochs. The training process runs for a total of 500 epochs. All trainable kernels are initialized with He initialization [50] , and no pre-trained parameters are used.
3) Training and testing set splitting: Except for the DRIVE dataset which has a conventional splitting of training and testing set, the strategy of leave-one-out validation is adopted for STARE, CHASE DB1, and HRF datasets. Specifically, all images are tested using a model trained on the other images within the same dataset. This strategy for generating training and testing set is also adopted by recent works in [23] , [30] , [42] , [51] . Only the results on test samples are reported in this paper.
C. Experimental results
Average performance measures with standard deviation of the proposed method are shown in Table IV , which demonstrates that the proposed method outperforms the segmentation produced by the second human observers consistently, with only one exception for SE measure on STARE dataset.
The best and worst performances are also illustrated in Fig.6 . The best cases on all datasets contain very few missed thin vessels. On the other hand, the worst cases show that the proposed method are effected by uneven illumination. In both best and worst cases, the proposed method is capable of discriminatively separating non-vascular structures and vasculatures.
As shown in Fig.7 , one can argue that the proposed method not only can detect major vascular tree, but also is sensitive to thin vessels that can be easily overlooked by human observers. The segmentation results of a baseline model of vanilla UNet are also provided in Fig.7 . Benefiting from the design of multifrequency feature learning, the proposed Octave UNet can better capture the fine details of thin vessels than the baseline model. Some of the thin vessels are even overlooked by human experts. Figure.8 illustrates the vessel segmentation performance of the proposed method on complex cases with abnormalities, which demonstrates the robustness of the proposed method against various abnormalities such as exudates, cotton wool spots, hemorrhages, and pathological lesions.
D. Sensitivity analysis of global threshold
The threshold-sensitive metrices: ACC, SE, SP, and F1 are measured at various global threshold values sampled in τ i ∈ 0.01, . . . , 0.99. The resulting sensitivity curves are shown in Fig.9 . The sensitivity curves of the proposed method have almost the same profile on all datasets tested, which demonstrates the robustness of the proposed Octave UNet across different datasets. Furthermore, near the adopted threshold, i.e., τ = 0.5, the sensitivity curves of ACC, SP, and F1 change very slightly, which further demonstrates the robustness of the proposed method against the global threshold. Moreover, by lowering the threshold τ , the proposed method can achieve significant gain on SE, while the other metrices decrease very slightly. 
E. Comparison with other state-of-the-art methods
The performance comparison of the proposed method and the state-of-the-art methods are reported in Table V for  DRIVE dataset, Table VI for STARE dataset, Table VII for  CHASE DB1 dataset, and Table VII for HRF dataset.
The proposed method outperforms all other state-of-the-art methods in terms of ACC and SP on all datasets. Specifically, the proposed method achieves the best performance in all five metrices on CHASE DB1 and HRF datasets. For DRIVE dataset, the proposed method achieves best ACC, SE, SP, and AUROC. Its F1 score is slightly lower than the patch based R2-UNet [52] . For STARE dataset, the proposed Octave UNet obtains metrices of SE, F1, and AUROC comparable to patch based DeepVessel [51] and R2-UNet [52] , while achieving best performance on all other metrices. Overall, the proposed method achieves better or comparable performance against the other state-of-the-art methods. 
F. Computation time
The computation time needed for processing a fundus image from DRIVE dataset using the proposed method is compared with those using other patch based or end-to-end approaches in Table IX . Without the need of cropping and merging patches as in the patch based vanilla UNet [34] , the proposed method can generate high-resolution vessel segmentation in a single forward feeding of a full-sized fundus image from DRIVE dataset in 0.4s. 
Methods
Year Main device Computation time Antiga et al. [34] 2016 NVIDIA GTX Titan Xp 10.5s Mo et al. [42] 2017 NVIDIA GTX Titan Xp 0.4s Fan et al. [13] 2019 NVIDIA GTX Titan Xp 6.2s The Proposed Method 2019 NVIDIA GTX Titan Xp 0.4s
V. CONCLUSION
An effective and efficient method for retinal vessel segmentation based on multifrequency convolutional network is proposed in this paper. Built upon octave convolution and the proposed octave transposed convolution, Octave UNet can extract hierarchical features with multiple-spatial-frequencies and reconstruct accurate vessel maps. Benefiting from the design of hierarchical multifrequency features, Octave UNet can be trained in an end-to-end manner and achieve better or comparable performance compared with the other stateof-the-art methods. It also shows superior performance in comparison with the second human observers in the tested datasets. Experimental results also demonstrate that it can discern some very fine details of thin vessels in fundus images that are even overlooked by human experts, which implies a great potential of the proposed method.
